
The Power Elite

C. WRIGHT MILLS

“The power elite” is an expression clearly associated with the
work of C. Wright Mills. Today, the term is widely used in
organizational sociology, political sociology, and other areas.
It also has connotations of social conflict, which is not neces-
sarily what Mills had in mind. As you read this piece, think
about which sociological perspective the power elite would
most closely align with theoretically and whether Mills’s orig-
inal conceptualization is accurately portrayed in more con-
temporary works.

Except for the unsuccessful Civil War, changes in the power sys-
tem of the United States have not involved important chal-

lenges to its basic legitimations. Even when they have been decisive
enough to be called “revolutions,” they have not involved the “resort
to the guns of a cruiser, the dispersal of an elected assembly by bay-
onets, or the mechanisms of a police state.”1 Nor have they involved,
in any decisive way, any ideological struggle to control masses.
Changes in the American structure of power have generally come
about by institutional shifts in the relative positions of the political,
the economic, and the military orders.

. . .

� The Nature of the Power Elite

We study history, it has been said, to rid ourselves of it, and the his-
tory of the power elite is a clear case for which this maxim is correct.
Like the tempo of American life in general, the long-term trends of
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the power structure have been greatly speeded up since World War
II, and certain newer trends within and between the dominant insti-
tutions have also set the shape of the power elite. . . .

I. In so far as the structural clue to the power elite today lies in
the political order, that clue is the decline of politics as genuine and
public debate of alternative decisions—with nationally responsible
and policy-coherent parties and with autonomous organizations con-
necting the lower and middle levels of power with the top levels of
decision. America is now in considerable part more a formal political
democracy than a democratic social structure, and even the formal
political mechanics are weak. 

The long-time tendency of business and government to become
more intricately and deeply involved with each other has, in the fifth
epoch, reached a new point of explicitness. The two cannot now be
seen clearly as two distinct worlds. It is in terms of the executive
agencies of the state that the rapprochement has proceeded most
decisively. The growth of the executive branch of the government,
with its agencies that patrol the complex economy, does not mean
merely the “enlargement of government” as some sort of autonomous
bureaucracy: it has meant the ascendancy of the corporation’s man as
a political eminence. . . .

II. In so far as the structural clue to the power elite today lies in
the enlarged and military state, that clue becomes evident in the mil-
itary ascendancy. The warlords have gained decisive political rele-
vance, and the military structure of America is now in considerable
part a political structure. The seemingly permanent military threat
places a premium on the military and upon their control of men,
material, money, and power; virtually all political and economic
actions are now judged in terms of military definitions of reality: the
higher warlords have ascended to a firm position within the power
elite of the fifth epoch. . . .

III. In so far as the structural clue to the power elite today lies in
the economic order, that clue is the fact that the economy is at once
a permanent-war economy and a private-corporation economy.
American capitalism is now in considerable part a military capitalism,
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and the most important relation of the big corporation to the state
rests on the coincidence of interests between military and corporate
needs, as defined by warlords and corporate rich. Within the elite as
a whole, this coincidence of interest between the high military and
the corporate chieftains strengthens both of them and further subor-
dinates the role of the merely political men. Not politicians, but cor-
porate executives, sit with the military and plan the organization of
war effort. . . .

The power elite is composed of political, economic, and military
men, but this instituted elite is frequently in some tension: it comes
together only on certain coinciding points and only on certain occa-
sions of “crisis.” In the long peace of the nineteenth century, the mil-
itary were not in the high councils of state, not of the political
directorate, and neither were the economic men—they made raids
upon the state but they did not join its directorate. During the thir-
ties, the political man was ascendant. Now the military and the cor-
porate men are in top positions.

Of the three types of circle that compose the power elite today, it
is the military that has benefited the most in its enhanced power,
although the corporate circles have also become more explicitly
entrenched in the more public decision-making circles. It is the pro-
fessional politician that has lost the most, so much that in examining
the events and decisions, one is tempted to speak of a political vac-
uum in which the corporate rich and the high warlord, in their coin-
ciding interest, rule.

It should not be said that the three “take turns” in carrying the
initiative, for the mechanics of the power elite are not often as delib-
erate as that would imply. At times, of course, it is—as when political
men, thinking they can borrow the prestige of generals, find that they
must pay for it, or, as when during big slumps, economic men feel
the need of a politician at once safe and possessing vote appeal. Today
all three are involved in virtually all widely ramifying decisions.
Which of the three types seems to lead depends upon “the tasks of
the period” as they, the elite, define them. Just now, these tasks cen-
ter upon “defense” and international affairs. Accordingly, as we have
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seen, the military are ascendant in two senses: as personnel and as
justifying ideology. That is why, just now, we can most easily specify
the unity and the shape of the power elite in terms of the military
ascendancy. 

But we must always be historically specific and open to com-
plexities. The simple Marxian view makes the big economic man the
real holder of power; the simple liberal view makes the big political
man the chief of the power system; and there are some who would
view the warlords as virtual dictators. Each of these is an oversimpli-
fied view. It is to avoid them that we use the term “power elite” rather
than, for example, “ruling class.”

In so far as the power elite has come to wide public attention, it
has done so in terms of “military clique.” The power elite does, in
fact, take its current shape from the decisive entrance into it of the
military. Their presence and their ideology are its major legitimations,
whenever the power elite feels the need to provide any. But what is
called the “Washington military clique” is not composed merely of
military men, and it does not prevail merely in Washington. Its mem-
bers exist all over the country, and it is a coalition of generals in the
roles of corporation executives, of politicians masquerading as admi-
rals, of corporation executives acting like politicians, of civil servants
who become majors, of vice-admirals who are also the assistants to a
cabinet officer, who is himself, by the way, really a member of the
managerial elite.

Neither the idea of a “ruling class” nor of a simple monolithic rise
of “bureaucratic politicians” nor of a “military clique” is adequate. The
power elite today involves the often uneasy coincidence of economic,
military, and political power.

. . . 
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� THE POWER ELITE �

� The Composition of the
Power Elite

Despite their social similarity and psychological affinities, the mem-
bers of the power elite do not constitute a club having a permanent
membership with fixed and formal boundaries. It is of the nature of
the power elite that within it there is a good deal of shifting about,
and that it thus does not consist of one small set of the same men in
the same positions in the same hierarchies. Because men know each
other personally does not mean that among them there is a unity of
policy; and because they do not know each other personally does not
mean that among them there is a disunity. The conception of the
power elite does not rest, as I have repeatedly said, primarily upon
personal friendship. 

As the requirements of the top places in each of the major hier-
archies become similar, the types of men occupying these roles at the
top—by selection and by training in the jobs—become similar. This
is no mere deduction from structure to personnel. That it is a fact is
revealed by the heavy traffic that has been going on between the three
structures, often in very intricate patterns. The chief executives, the
warlords, and selected politicians came into contact with one another
in an intimate, working way during World War II; after that war
ended, they continued their associations, out of common beliefs,
social congeniality, and coinciding interests. Noticeable proportions
of top men from the military, the economic, and the political worlds
have during the last fifteen years occupied positions in one or both of
the other worlds: between these higher circles there is an inter-
changeability of position based formally upon the supposed transfer-
ability of “executive ability,” based in substance upon the co-optation
by cliques of insiders. As members of a power elite, many of those
busy in this traffic have come to look upon “the government” as an
umbrella under whose authority they do their work.

As the business between the big three increases in volume and
importance, so does the traffic in personnel. The very criteria for
selecting men who will rise come to embody this fact. The corporate
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commissar, dealing with the state and its military, is wiser to choose
a young man who has experienced the state and its military than one
who has not. The political director, often dependent for his own
political success upon corporate decisions and corporations, is also
wiser to choose a man with corporate experience. Thus, by virtue of
the very criterion of success, the interchange of personnel and the
unity of the power elite is increased. 

Given the formal similarity of the three hierarchies in which the
several members of the elite spend their working lives, given the ram-
ifications of the decisions made in each upon the others, given the
coincidence of interest that prevails among them at many points, and
given the administrative vacuum of the American civilian state along
with its enlargement of tasks—given these trends of structure, and
adding to them the psychological affinities we have noted—we
should indeed be surprised were we to find that men said to be
skilled in administrative contacts and full of organizing ability would
fail to do more than get in touch with one another. They have, of
course, done much more than that: increasingly, they assume posi-
tions in one another’s domains.

The unity revealed by the interchangeability of top roles rests
upon the parallel development of the top jobs in each of the big three
domains. The interchange occurs most frequently at the points of
their coinciding interest, as between regulatory agency and the regu-
lated industry, contracting agency and contractor. And, as we shall
see, it leads to co-ordinations that are more explicit, and even formal. 

The inner core of the power elite consists, first, of those who
interchange commanding roles at the top of one dominant institu-
tional order with those in another: the admiral who is also a banker
and a lawyer and who heads up an important federal commission; the
corporation executive whose company was one of the two or three
leading war material producers who is now the Secretary of Defense;
the wartime general who dons civilian clothes to sit on the political
directorate and then becomes a member of the board of directors of
a leading economic corporation. 
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Although the executive who becomes a general, the general who
becomes a statesman, the statesman who becomes a banker, see much
more than ordinary men in their ordinary environments, still the per-
spectives of even such men often remain tied to their dominant
locales. In their very career, however, they interchange roles within
the big three and thus readily transcend the particularity of interest in
any one of these institutional milieux. By their very careers and activ-
ities, they lace the three types of milieux together. They are, accord-
ingly, the core members of the power elite. 

These men are not necessarily familiar with every major arena of
power. We refer to one man who moves in and between perhaps two
circles—say the industrial and the military—and to another man who
moves in the military and the political, and to a third who moves in
the political as well as among opinion-makers. These in-between
types most closely display our image of the power elite’s structure and
operation, even of behind-the-scenes operations. To the extent that
there is any “invisible elite,” these advisory and liaison types are its
core. Even if—as I believe to be very likely—many of them are, at
least in the first part of their careers, “agents” of the various elites
rather than themselves elite, it is they who are most active in organ-
izing the several top milieux into a structure of power and maintain-
ing it. 

. . . 

The outermost fringes of the power elite—which change more
than its core—consist of “those who count” even though they may
not be “in” on given decisions of consequence nor in their career
move between the hierarchies. Each member of the power elite need
not be a man who personally decides every decision that is to be
ascribed to the power elite. Each member, in the decisions that he
does make, takes the others seriously into account. They not only
make decisions in the several major areas of war and peace; they are
the men who, in decisions in which they take no direct part, are taken
into decisive account by those who are directly in charge. 

On the fringes and below them, somewhat to the side of the
lower echelons, the power elite fades off into the middle levels of
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power, into the rank and file of the Congress, the pressure groups that
are not vested in the power elite itself, as well as a multiplicity of
regional and state and local interests. If all the men on the middle lev-
els are not among those who count, they sometimes must be taken
into account, handled, cajoled, broken or raised to higher circles. 

. . . 

� The Interests of 
the Power Elite

The conception of the power elite and of its unity rests upon the cor-
responding developments and the coincidence of interests among
economic, political, and military organizations. It also rests upon the
similarity of origin and outlook, and the social and personal inter-
mingling of the top circles from each of these dominant hierarchies.
This conjunction of institutional and psychological forces, in turn, is
revealed by the heavy personnel traffic within and between the big
three institutional orders, as well as by the rise of go-betweens as in
the high-level lobbying. The conception of the power elite, accord-
ingly, does not rest upon the assumption that American history since
the origins of World War II must be understood as a secret plot, or as
a great and co-ordinated conspiracy of the members of this elite. The
conception rests upon quite impersonal grounds.

There is, however, little doubt that the American power elite—
which contains, we are told some of the greatest organizers in the
world—has also planned and has plotted. The rise of the elite, as we
have already made clear, was not and could not have been caused by
a plot; and the tenability of the conception does not rest upon the
existence of any secret or any publicly known organization. But, once
the conjunction of structural trend and of the personal will to utilize
it gave rise to the power elite, then plans and programs did occur to
its members and indeed it is not possible to interpret many events
and official policies of the fifth epoch without reference to the power
elite. “There is a great difference,” Richard Hofstadter has remarked,
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“between locating conspiracies in history and saying that history is, in
effect, a conspiracy. . . . ”

The structural trends of institutions become defined as opportu-
nities by those who occupy their command posts. Once such oppor-
tunities are recognized, men may avail themselves of them. Certain
types of men from each of the dominant institutional areas, more far-
sighted than others, have actively promoted the liaison before it took
its truly modern shape. They have often done so for reasons not
shared by their partners, although not objected to by them either; and
often the outcome of their liaison has had consequences which none
of them foresaw, much less shaped, and which only later in the course
of development came under explicit control. Only after it was well
under way did most of its members find themselves part of it and
become gladdened, although sometimes also worried, by this fact.
But once the co-ordination is a going concern, new men come read-
ily into it and assume its existence without question.

So far as explicit organization—conspiratorial or not—is con-
cerned, the power elite, by its very nature, is more likely to use exist-
ing organizations, working within and between them, than to set up
explicit organizations whose membership is strictly limited to its own
members. But if there is no machinery in existence to ensure for
example, that military and political factors will be balanced in deci-
sions made, they will invent such machinery and use it, as with the
National Security Council. Moreover, in a formally democratic polity,
the aims and the powers of the various elements of this elite are fur-
ther supported by an aspect of the permanent war economy: the
assumption that the security of the nation supposedly rests upon
great secrecy of plan and intent. Many higher events that would
reveal the working of the power elite can be withheld from public
knowledge under the guise of secrecy. With the wide secrecy cover-
ing their operations and decisions, the power elite can mask their
intentions, operations, and further consolidation. Any secrecy that is
imposed upon those in positions to observe high decision-makers
clearly works for and not against the operations of the power elite.
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There is accordingly reason to suspect—but by the nature of case,
no proof—that the power elite is not altogether “surfaced.” There is
nothing hidden about it, although its members often know one
another, seem quite naturally to work together, and share many
organizations in common. There is nothing conspiratorial about it,
although its decisions are often publicly unknown and its mode of
operation manipulative rather than explicit. 

. . .

� Conclusion

The idea of the power elite rests upon and enables us to make sense
of (1) the decisive institutional trends that characterize the structure
of our epoch, in particular, the military ascendancy in a privately
incorporated economy, and more broadly, the several coincidences of
objective interests between economic, military, and political institu-
tions; (2) the social similarities and the psychological affinities of the
men who occupy the command posts of these structures, in particu-
lar the increased interchangeability of the top positions in each of
them and the increased traffic between these orders in the careers of
men of power; (3) the ramifications, to the point of virtual totality, of
the kind of decisions that are made at the top, and the rise to power
of a set of men who, by training and bent, are professional organizers
of considerable force and who are unrestrained by democratic party
training.

Negatively, the formation of the power elite rests upon (1) the rel-
egation of the professional party politician to the middle levels of
power, (2) the semi-organized stalemate of the interests of sovereign
localities into which the legislative function has fallen, (3) the virtu-
ally complete absence of a civil service that constitutes a politically
neutral, but politically relevant, depository of brainpower and execu-
tive skill, and (4) the increased official secrecy behind which great
decisions are made without benefit of public or even Congressional
debate. 
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As a result, the political directorate, the corporate rich, and the
ascendant military have come together as the power elite, and the
expanded and centralized hierarchies which they head have
encroached upon the old balances and have now relegated them to
the middle levels of power. Now the balancing society is a conception
that pertains accurately to the middle levels, and on that level the bal-
ance has become more often an affair of intrenched provincial and
nationally irresponsible forces and demands than a center of power
and national decision.

. . .

Endnote
1Hofstadter, R. op. cit., pp. 71–72.
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Questions

1. Define the power elite.

2. According to Mills, which three domains (i.e., institutions) make
up the core of the power elite?

3. Of the three domains, which takes precedence? Explain the inter-
play among the three institutions. How do the interests of these
three groups conflict? How are their interests similar?

4. To what degree does Mills rely on a “conspiracy theory” to
explain the existence and continued prominence of the power
elite?

5. Mills’s thesis was first presented some four decades ago to explain
a historical pattern that may or may not be applicable today.
Which groups do you think make up the power elite in contem-
porary American society? Which groups constitute the power
elite in other societies? Speculate as to why these groups might
differ across cultures or societies.
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